
The Great Influenza, Woodrow 
Wilson and World History 

Woodrow Wilson crusaded for an idealistic peace process but was derailed by a tiny 
virus—the Great Influenza. His illness, and inability to participate fully in the Paris 
Conference of 1919, led to the growth of Hitler and Stalin, World War 2, and 
modern Europe as we know it. 



The Great Influenza 

The “Spanish Flu”, although not Spanish in origin, 
spread throughout the world in the spring of 1918, 
peaking in the fall of 1918 and ending by summer 
1919. It killed approximately 40 million people 
world wide before it dwindled. No wonder it’s 
called (still) The Great Influenza. 



Public Health Awareness Campaigns—
Yesteryear’s Social Media Was Cartoons 

No Facebook, no Twitter, no 
Internet… very few phones and 
no TV! Public health relied on 
poster campaigns to educate 
the public as well as notices and 
newspaper articles. 



Dr. Jones Was Busy Too 

Businesses capitalized on the ‘flu, too! 



World Leaders Met to Repair Europe, Paris 1919 

Clemenceau, France Wilson, USA Lloyd George, Great Britain 
While attending the peace conference, and pushing France to stop being so aggressive 
about war debts and reparations, Wilson fell ill with influenza and never really fully 
recovered. His lack of influence during the conference led to a deeply divided, bitter 
Europe. 



Europe in 1918/1919 

Europe as it was in 1918/1919 was a deeply divided, wounded place. 
Wilson was hoping to reunite the former warring countries through 
peaceful, non-punishing processes but Clemenceau and Lloyd George were 
able to override Wilson due to his illness. 



Europe Now 

The modern shape of Europe was distinctly influenced by the decisions 
made in 1919 in Paris… which led to the empowerment of Lenin and 
Stalin in Russia, and the dramatic rise to power of Hitler in Germany. 



The Human Face of The Great 
Influenza 

Private Cayce 
Brann from 

TN died 
9/28/18 from 
influenza in 

England 

This soldier from Tennessee was one of the Gold Star Mother’s Roll of 
Honor members—he died in England from pneumonia, likely brought 
about by the Great Influenza. Over 40,000 Nashville residents had the 
flu and 438 died. 



Shelby County, TN Death Certificate for Influenza 
Death, 10/7/18 

This is a death certificate from the Bureau of Vital Statistics, TN Dept of 
Health, for Harry Featherstone, a 17 yr old who died in Memphis from the 
Great Influenza. 



Public Health Announcements During The Great 
Influenza 

Stay home 
or else! 

Public Health Officers were given 
special, limited powers to keep 
people from circulating in public 
during the height of the flu 
epidemic. 



British Public Health Announcements During The 
Great Influenza 

The only thing we have to fear is… the flu? 

England’s public health approach was rather less “in your 
face”. Don’t worry, be happy and clean compulsively. 



Doctors Tried to Educate Each Other About 
Spanish Flu Symptoms 

Photos were not as easily recreated and printed as they are now, so physicians still relied on hand-drawn and 
tinted illustrations. Remember, this is a time period before antibiotics; the flu could kill within hours. 



US Army Recruits Were Hard Hit 

Basic training isn’t much fun but 
it’s worse when your whole 
battalion has the flu! 

The US Army recruit training camps were very hard 
hit. Public Health Nurses played a major role in 
caring for these stricken men. The US Navy recruit 
training command was also hard-hit. 



Public Health Nurses Played Important Roles 
During The Great Influenza 

But transportation has improved 
since then for nurses! Hopefully 
Nurse and Horse have been 
replaced by a Nurse in a Mustang! 



Katherine Porter, Author and Influenza 
Survivor 

The Great Influenza had an 
impact not only on world 
politics and personal lives 
but on literature. 
Katherine Porter’s novel Pale 
Horse, Pale Rider, was set in 
Colorado in 1918. She wrote 
it after surviving (barely) the 
Great Influenza and it plays a 
major role in this novel. 



The Great Influenza and World History 

Hitler, Goebbels and his 
followers, 1920 

Stalin and Lenin, 1920 

Hitler, Goebbels and the Nazi Party rose to power in the 1920s and 1930s in a 
devastated, bitter Germany. Lenin and Stalin consolidated power in Russia after the 
Russian Revolution, and both dictatorships were helped immensely by the flu and its 
impact on the Paris Conference of 1919. 



What If? 

• What if Woodrow Wilson had been healthy during the 
treaty convention, and been able to push his agenda 
more energetically? 

• What if Hitler and the Nazis hadn’t had widespread 
disaffection, fear and economic disruption linked to the 
harsh Versailles Treaty of 1919? 

• What if Lenin and Stalin hadn’t come to power? 
• When would WW2 have happened and who would 

have been in it? 
• Would the Cold War have happened? 
• What would the world look like now? 
 



Influenza Influences the World 



Popular Media Anti-Flu Campaign 
100 Years Later 



Now Look at Your Numbers 

• If your number is 1, you didn’t catch the flu in 
1918 in Nashville. You were lucky! 

• If your number is 2, you caught the flu in 
Nashville in 1918. You felt awful! 

• Sadly, if your number is 3, you passed away 
from the flu in Nashville in 1918. Sorry. 

Gesundheit! 
Nashville population in 1918 was 118,342; 40,000 caught the flu; 438 died. If 
there are approx. 40 people in this room, that means about 14 got the flu and 
about 2 died. 


